
 

Om Shanti Beloved Avyakt BapDada’s divine message 3rd February 2003 
(for Madhuban and London – Dadi Gulzar) 

 

Today, I went to Baba with a message from both our long-lost and now-found beloved Dadis.  As soon as I 
reached there, what did I see from a distance?  Both Dadis had reached there before me.  Just as in the 
sakar days Baba used to sit on the gaddi on the floor and meet everyone, in the same way, He was meeting 
both Dadis in the subtle region with a lot of love.  He was having a sweet conversation with them and was 
feeding them some fruit and also eating it himself.  I gradually moved forward and whilst watching this 
loving meeting, I reached them, and both Dadis said: Baba, we were remembering our third image of the 
Trimurti.  She was the only one missing.  Come, Gulzarben, come.  You have reached here at the right time.  
I too then sat down with both Dadis and began to experience the pleasure of the meeting.  After some time, 
Baba said: Seeing you Trimurti children, BapDada gives lots of blessings from His heart and sings songs, 
“Wah, My Dilkhush children, wah!”  You harmonise your ideas amongst yourselves, make the lesson of “ha 
ji” firm, harmonise one another’s sanskars and nature and give regard to one another and are making 
unlimited service grow.  Simply remain service companions all the time, become an example for the 
gathering and continue to move forward and continue to fly.  This is the method to become an instrument 
and to make the Brahmin gathering grow.  BapDada is pleased on seeing this.  After that, Baba asked: 
Child, what news have you brought?  I replied: Baba, both Dadis must have given you the news.  Then 
Dadiji said: No, no!  We were busy celebrating a meeting with Baba.  That is your duty, so you fulfil your 
duty.  I said: Baba, Dadiji accepted your thought and went to Ahmedabad for a couple of days for her 
checking.  She had it carried out with a lot of love, whilst being tireless.  She was giving thanks to You.  
BapDada celebrated a sweet meeting through the eyes with both of them and said: Look children, nowadays 
doctors are present for the checking of the Hollywood actors all the time.  You are the hero actors of the 
holy, happy wood, and so you also should definitely have your checking done from time to time, because all 
Brahmins have love for you.  And in the corporeal world, everyone in the Brahmin world knows how much 
importance your bodies have.  It is good that you fulfilled everyone’s thoughts.  Saying this, BapDada made 
Dadiji merge in Him and then asked: What other news have you brought? 
 

I replied: Dadi Janki was saying that nowadays there is a lot of fear of war everywhere abroad.  In some 
places, even the Brahmins fluctuate.  Baba replied: Child, this fear is temporary, but this fear will bring 
about an attitude of disinterest in everyone, that all the facilities and companions are not going to be of any 
use.  They want some support.  They want something else for the tension in their mind, and their attention 
will be drawn towards spirituality.  All of you children are now doing a lot of service with a lot of 
enthusiasm to give Baba’s message everywhere: they will remember this message of what happened and 
what you had said.  Therefore, give them the message.  And for yourselves, you are increasing the power of 
remembrance by having 108 hours of powerful remembrance.  According to the time, there has to be an 
impact of this service and the power of yoga.  Your spiritual endeavour will enable them to have disinterest 
in the facilities and everyone’s attention will be drawn to the One.  Children, this is why you have received 
these signals to create the attitude of disinterest in all directions.  Now, increase the spiritual endeavour of 
yoga even more.  In order to become a destroyer of obstacles of the self, now, there won’t be success just 
through the service through words and running around, but service has to be with the power of yoga.  Both 
the power of yoga and the power of words have to be emerged together, because with the power of words 
alone, you will only be able to reach them to the extent that they say, “This is good, this is good.”  But when 
there is the balance of the power of yoga and the power of words, you will give them inspirations to become 
good.  BapDada hears the news that when you serve just through words, there are obstacles in the self or 
with others.  Therefore, this year, have this determined thought: I definitely have to become a destroyer of 
obstacles for the self and for all souls.  Even if others become an obstacle, if nature and the elements 
become an obstacle, I definitely have to become victorious.  It is the duty of the obstacles to come, and my 
duty to become victorious.   
 

Saying this, BapDada gave us Trimurti very, very powerful drishti and whilst giving powerful sakaash 
everywhere, said: Give love and remembrance to all the children who are destroyer of obstacles.  I then saw 
myself in the corporeal world.  This was today’s alokik scene.  Om shanti. 


